B r i a n G. Schunck T e r r y W e y m o u t h C o m p u t e r Vision R e s e a r c h L a b o r a t o r y D e p a r t m e n t of Electrical Engineering a n d C o m p u t e r Science University of M i c h i g a n A n n Arbor, MI 48109-2122 abstract The paper summarizes the current research in the Computer Vision Research Laboratory at the University of Michigan. The laboratory concentrates on developing generic vision algorithms for industrial applications. Generic vision algcrithms can be applied to a wide variety of inspection problems. The paper includes a discussion of the current state of the machine vision industry and provides recommendations for improving the transfer of vision technology from research to practice.
The research program in the Computer Vision Laboratory concentrates on the development of generic vision algorithms that can be applied to a variety of situations. Generic perception algorithms are simple, reliable modules that hide the details of perception in a packaged hardware or software component that can be used by applications specialists who are not themselves expert vision researchers. Generic vision algorithms are not developed for specific applications, but are designed to solve a vision task that is part of many different inspection problems that OCCUI in different applications in different industries. In developing generic vision algorithms, researchers leverage their efforts by providing solutions to classes ofvision tasks while removing the details of the application from the research efforts. This insulates the vision researchers from the details of the application and allows them to concentrate on understanding the vision problems.
Another aspect of research on generic vision algorithms is that the algorithms are clasified according to properties that are meaningful in the context of the emerging knowledge of vision fundamentah, as opposed to classification according to applications areas. There are no automotive vision algorithms or aerospace vision algorithms; vision algorithms are not specific to any one industry. Vision algorithms are defined by the properties of the vision processing task; that is, in terms that depend on the vision processing itself, rather than on some intended use for the algorithm.
The nature of the problems of applying vision to specific applications has not been widely perceived. The current macroeconomic system of machine vision is inapprcpriate. The solution is to place machine vision technology in the hands of the end users who are familiar with the requirements of their environment. Vision technology should be like any other instrumentation: plug it in and use it to make measurements. It is not practical for the developers of machine vision applications to perform the development specific to the application and to develop the 'instrumentation" required for the development at the same time. To change the current, untenable system, vision researchers must produce generic vision algorithms that can be used by vision systems developers in a variety of applications.
Researchers are currently addressing problems related to vision engineering but without much, if any, concern for designing machine vision systems. The focus of the Computer Vision Research Laboratory on vision algorithms that are generic, rather than applications specific, meets needs not addressed by other research institutions. The Computer Vision Research Laboratory provides a focus for the synergistic interaction of researchers aided by interactions with industry. The goal of research in the laboratory is to address fundamental problems blocking advances in the design of machine vision system for various applications. The research addresses basic issues in computational vision research and the design of systems that can perform vision tasks in real time for a given application. New engineering techniques for designing systems are being developed that can perform tasks in an unstructured environment. The research may also advance the understandihg of biological vision systems. 
Background
T h e last frw years haw seen incrcasing intcrest i n dynamic sccrir analysis. The input to a dynamic scene analysis systrrri is a sequence of images. A major pToblem in a computer vision system is to recover the informatioil about objects in a scene from images. This problem cannot be solved without sonic assumptions about the world. A sequence of frames provides the additional dimension of time for recovering the information about a 3-dimensional world that is lost in the projection process. Multiple views of a moving object acquired using a stationary camera may allow recovery of the structure of the object 1451. A mobile camera may be nscd to acquire information about the structure of the stationary objects in a scene using optical flow [ l l ] , axial motion stereo [25,321, and other methods 1211.
Many researchers in the psychology of vision support the recovery of information from image sequences, rather than from a single image [11,31]. Gibson Ill] argued in support of active information pick-up by the observer in an environment. Neisser 1311 proposed a model in which the perceptual processes continually interact with the incoming information to verify expectations formed on the basis of available information. In computer vision system, the power of exploiting motion, even with such noise sensitive approaches as difference pictures and accumulated difference pictures, has been demonstrated on complex, real world scenes 1201. Many researchers are addressing the problem of recovering information in dynamic scenes; but due to the legary of static scenes, most researchers are approaching the recovery problem using just two or three frames of a sequuence. This restricts the results to quasi-dynamic scene analysis, rather than true dynamic scene analysis. The information recovery process requires constraints about the scenc. The analysis bascd on small numbers of frames rests on assumptions that ignorc t,he most important information in dynamic SCCIICS.
The viewpoint of the Compntcr Vision Resc;rrcli I.aboratory is that image undorstanding is a dynamic process. Dvnamic vision aleorithms cope with tlrc crror-fillwl visual world by exploiting redundant information in i,he image scqucnce. Current rcscarch cfforts are developing a qualitative approach to vision that uses only relative information available in a sequence to infer rrlationships hctwetn ohjccts in a scene.
Segmentation
In many dynamic scene analysis systcms, the goal is to r wognize moving objects and to find their motion characteristics. If the scene is acquired using a stationary camwa, then scgmentation generally refers to the separation of moving components from stationary components in the S C R U C a n d identification of individual moving objects bawd o n vclocity 01 some other characteristic. For the case of a moving camera, the segmentation task may be the samo ahovr or may involve further segmentation of the stationary romponents of the scene by exploiting the motion of llic c i i i r i~ era. Most research efforts for the segmentation 01 dynamic scmes have been concerned with thc extraction of thr i r w ages of the moving objects observed by a statimary camera. It has long been argued by researchcn in pcrccptiun \11,45\ that motion cues aid the segmentation process. Cornputrr vision techniques far segrncnting dynamic sccncs p d o r m well in comparison to those for the segmentation of statimary scenes. The scgmentation of moving camera S C C~P S into their stationary and nonstationary components h a rereiwrl attention only recently 1221. The major problem i n the srgmentation of moving observer scenes is that every surface in the scene shows motion in the image. For scpamtion of moving object images, the motion component assigncd to various surfaces in the images due to the motion of the camera must be removcd. The fact that the image motion of a surface depends on its distance from thc camcra and the surfacc structure complicates the situation.
Jain developed techniques for the segmentation of dynamic scenes [19,20,22]. These techniques have hccn used in many applications. Sandia Laboratories is developing systems for tracking objects for Army applications using techniques based on differencing using a likelihood ratio. Recently research led to a new approach for segmentation using accumulative difference pictures that may he implemented easily on special hardware 1231. 
"slioo Stereo

1)eptiz determination is a continuing problem in computer vision. &!CLeaKCh in this area
Is motivated by the need foor taxget t,rr;cking, autonomous vehicles control, visual prost,hescs for. the blind, realistic flight trainers, and models of the birman visual system. There is a plethora of depth determination ti*r.bniques. Many different sterm syatem for depth det.crruination have been developed j m t in the last few yeass.
Stereo infomation can also be obtained using a aingle moving cameea. Jain and O'Bricrr [2.~,32] map images into a complex log space where the movemerit of the objects h two dimenuiom due to the camera motion becomes a translation along one ,wk in the new spsce. Gived Chiis phenomenon, the motion correspondence problem is greatly reduced, since only e small ntrip OF the new space nwdo to be searched 1181. This constraint is siLnilar to the epipolar constrairtt in atereo. In addition, the tramform is acaie and rotation irivurisnt. It a180 liw an aialog in the h u m visual system: the mapping of the retinal npacc into the striate cortex is very closely spproximrited by the CLM. Figwe I oliows an image *mi : its mqpirxg.
Optical @ow hos been studied with the aim of recoverins inlormdcion &ant the enviroment and the motion of the observer. The epornofiora compler !opadmi;c mapping [EGLM) rxploits wme cixaracteristicir of optical flow 3vith-out compu,tiw it. The mapping combines sale, projection, an3 rotation inv.miancea of complptc chwscteriaticu oi optical mentation of &age mqnenceu to recover images of moving objecta. The distance to stationary objects can &qo be cornUsiug this mapping, motion stereo and eegmentation can be itchieved i.n one step. The feasibility of the appraach bm PUted from bile egOi3WtiOil COKXl pl eV f&!J~thk kmpphg. Most complex tariks require specialized knowledge, image understanding is no exception. The last few years have seen a n increasiiig application of knowledge in 8:ompuier visicn systerr*s. T h e application of knowledge at different lcvcls in a. vision system is being studied.
~~~~ Algtrrith.ms
A n image interpretation system is a program that. derives a scene description from a tiuie.varying image. Tlre inpol signal is a rectangular grid of signal sarripies tvkfn at regular time intervals I(z,y,t). The sample can he iakeri in several frequency rang= (for ex~mple, red, green, sad hlne) and combined into a timcvarying vector field C ( z , y , i ) . 'i'bere is wide agreement that this characterizes the environmental data used by such a system [S,l?]. On the other h i d , it is much more diiiicislt to iormulate a description of the out.put of an interpretation system. In this project, the output of :in interpretation system is a network representiiig the SCPDC being viewed, an approah common to other intcrpretatinn s y s t c n~. The nodes of such a network are groups oi objects within the scene: individiiat objects, object parts, or rcfererica to clusters of image events. Arcs in the network arc labeled with relations between the objects. Since primitive object par& are urually depiceed as geometric solids or collections OF joined surfam patches [IO], these represeiitntions are incliided in the repmentalion wed in this work.
However, there is nu n m i to liuiit orirselves to only that type of reprcsentation. In Pact, the study of which types of primitivew are uschi m d h w they relate to the prorewing o C the image is part of our cwmnt resfarch. The &IPS of which retations to use, how to vary those relations with tiure, and how to incoxporsle the variations in object deficriptioris that occur over lime axe a h hekg studied.
The image F~U~W X is not thg only w~n e of data used by ZUI irbcqpretation witem. 
